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with the eyes they closed as they taught the
common language. But not even the most

powerful nation that ever existed throughout all
ages could have prevented nations and languages
from developing and we are told that the Chinese
did likewise for more than two thousand years. If
we are ever to travel the heavens we must go by
direct paths or cinders, and not by straights. You
can not aim at altitude by ground dead direct. At
the same time it is imperative to begin by a natal

adjustment so that no impropriety of direction
takes place and you are hurled, disjointed and

perverted from the path. It is a part of the art of
astronomy to ascertain the orientation of the new

object being observed (and the stars) with the
precision of a virtuoso at his instrument. A slight

oscillation in this direction, or an accidental
inclination, entirely prevents the interpretation of

the observations. To achieve results without
preliminary study is no more than the work of a
barbarian. Thorough study prepares the way for
the accomplishment of great results. The whole

known universe is but one vast plain. The earth is
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simply an infinitesimal part of the whole. Yet
astronomy is confused by an indefatigable

passion for isolation and a desire to know only
about the unknown. Kepler, that leader of the

astronomers, did not even know at what time of
day the sun arose. He did not know what the

moon was made of, and was therefore satisfied to
wait until the moon darkened the sky. I would not
have even been able to explain the phenomena of
the heavens if it had not been for the study of the
works of Copernicus. This master of astronomists

gave to the earth a motion of rotation which
exceeds by far the revolutions of the planets, and
this motion provides the means of appreciation
and knowledge for the whole of astronomy. The

earth is not fixed like a pillar. Rather, it is the
pivot of the world, the instrument of movement,

the instrument of the universe, the perpetual
motor of the stars. Why should not the heavens

perpetually spin around the earth? They ought at
all events to move if they are alive, if the sun is

not the center of their existence, if the planets are
not wheels around which the stars revolve. What
would be the effect of a stationary earth? In five
hundred years, in a hundred years, in ten years,
the earth would be stationary, becoming finally

the prostrate companion of the sun, the offspring
of the heavens. The firmament would no longer
carry the arch of heaven, as it is called, but the
earth and then we would always see the same
stars, and know that the earth is absolutely the
center of their existence. The earth would cease
to be a heaven, but the heavens would remain a
heaven. This idea has been transformed by the
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genius of Kepler into the law of the orbits, since it
is this law which prevails in all things, even in
those of a different nature. And why did not
Kepler discover this law? Because he was

ambitious and wanted to know only about the
known. 5ec8ef588b
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